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The SD6 is regarded by many as the turbine of choice and has been one of the World’s Best Selling Small Wind Turbines for over 25 years.

Renowned for quality and durability, the SD6 is internationally recognised as a market leader in Small Wind.

Continuous Operation is guaranteed due to the innovative downwind design, incorporating the delta rotor. This unique system uses the latest advances in composite technology, allowing the blades to flex and regulate their speed. This ensures the turbine can continue operating and producing energy during extreme wind conditions when alternative wind turbines need to stop to protect themselves.

Utilising hydraulic towers ensures minimum downtime for service inspections, which are only required at 25,000kWh intervals. This offers customers a low cost of ownership compared to alternative wind turbines on the market.

SD Wind Energy delivers affordable energy security to a wide range of customers. The SD6 is fully certified under the MCS & SWCC schemes, ensuring eligibility for incentive programs.